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Abstract—Context-based methods represent an important
part of toolkit used to build intelligent systems. In the
article existent definitions of context for a system with a
single decision making agent were discussed. Available
formal models for context data representation and
processing were compared. The approaches for different
forms of reasoning within context were analyzed. Also
the application of context awareness in systems with
situation awareness is discussed. In the article unresolved
problems and tasks in the domain of context aware
computing are delineated.
Index Terms—Data, knowledge, context, database,
knowledge base.

I. INTRODUCTION
Possession of knowledge makes it possible to develop
and achieve success in solving problems of intelligent
systems. On the basis of existing knowledge, in the
process of analytical thinking, new findings appear,
thereby gaining new knowledge. The process of creating
knowledge can be called infinite, and an important role in
this process is dedicated to the accumulation and transfer
of knowledge gained.
In solving problems and information exchange
between systems, not all data is clearly defined - a
significant number can be provided indirectly. This, nondirect way, can be implemented through:






Determination of the relevant environment for
solving the problem. Such characteristics may be
time, place, and other circumstances.
Implicit assumptions and limitations imposed by
system designers.
Previous experience of participants. Some facts
used in the process of solving problems can have
a radically different interpretation, in case
participants have some specific experience.
Preliminary stages of the problem solving process.
For example, the use of pronouns in the language
is almost entirely based on this principle.
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Thus, solving problems in the intellectual system
requires the correct understanding and use of implicit
data, information and knowledge [1]. The absence of
explicit definition and processing of the context is
considered one of the reasons for failures in the
construction of intelligent systems [2]. The task of
creating context aware systems is of particular
importance in today's environment through the
development and diffusion of autonomous intelligent
systems.
The purpose of this work is to analyze the existing
methods and means of conveying and processing the
context and defining the directions of their development,
taking into account the tasks of constructing intelligent
decision support systems.
Given the close relationship between context-sensitive
systems and knowledge-based systems, the concept of
"context", the types and properties of the context will
first be considered. The next part of the paper will be
devoted to the analysis of formal methods for
representing and working out the context. In the third
part we will consider and analyze the application of
reasoning (reasoning - the result of reflection, views,
persuasion) and logical output for context-based
computing. In the last part we consider the connection of
the processing of the context with the task of forming
situational awareness.

II. RELATED W ORKS
To date, the notion of context is used in linguistics,
robotics, intellectual and mobile systems. At the same
time, there is no common definition for the context for
these industries [3]. Separate studies examine partial
cases of the context or even their individual properties.
This leads to a discrepancy in the interpretation and use
of context-sensitive methods, the impossibility of reusing
methods and models created for different industries and
even for solving problems in one industry. Therefore, it is
advisable to analyze existing definitions and methods for
using context data in order to highlight their common
features and properties. This, in turn, enables the same
interdisciplinary interpretation of the concept of context
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and the creation of on its basis methods and tools that
reuse contextual knowledge.
Encyclopedic and vocabulary sources give the
following definition of the term "context":






The context is "interconnected conditions in
which something exists or occurs" [4]
"A situation in which something exists or occurs
and which can be used to explain this" [5]
"A set of conditions or facts that determine a
particular event or situation" [6]
"Conditions that form the environment for an
event, sentence or idea, and provide timelines for
their understanding" [7]
In [8], the context is defined as "arbitrary
information that can be used to characterize a
particular entity."

Thus, the general understanding of the concept of
"context" involves the presence of a central Agent object
(which can also be a multi-agent system or object) and
the outside world (World). The part of the external world
used to understand the object or to decide on the agent is
Context (Fig. 1). The context contains the object itself.
The content of the context is determined by the
characteristics of the object, as well as the goals and
limitations specified for the agent. Therefore, the contextsensitive SysContext system is a triple:
SysContext =(Agent, World, Context)

from many sources. Such sources, for example, include
sensors, databases and knowledge, memory. The
perception and processing of context data takes place
within the limits and means of the intellectual system,
using existing knowledge of the laws and dependencies
in the subject area, the previous stages of the system [9].
Knowledge, in particular, is used for the semantic
interpretation of sensor data, the processing of
information thus obtained and the formation of new
information and knowledge.
On the other hand, knowledge is often contextdependent, that is, true only in a certain context.
Therefore, it is not surprising that in powerful expert
systems such as CYC [10], logical rules are true or false
only for a certain defined context. An important problem
for intelligent decision support systems is to determine
the relevance of knowledge - that is, the search for
knowledge that is appropriate to use in an existing
context.
In [11] distinguish knowledge about the order of the
task (know how) and knowledge of the subject area
(know that), deep knowledge and surface knowledge
(deep and surface knowledge), procedural and declarative
knowledge, explicit and implicit knowledge. In
accordance with these forms of knowledge is defined [11]



Proceduralized context (context) as a form of
contextual knowledge that is needed to solve a
specific task;
Context knowledge as implicit knowledge about
the features of the subject area.

The variability of knowledge about the environment is
reflected in the concepts of static and dynamic context. In
particular,



The static context contains knowledge that does
not change during object interaction. They
correspond to the knowledge of the subject area.
The dynamic context describes an evolving part of
knowledge. The dynamic nature of the context is
manifested when it is used by object objects, for
example, when solving a problem [12].

Fig.1. Object, context and the outside world

Context reduces the space in which searches are sought
for information when solving problems with incomplete
or incorrect inputs. Therefore, an important practical
point of view is the solution to the problem of
determining the minimum amount of context information
that is necessary to solve the problems faced by the agent.

III. W ORKING KNOWLEDGE IN THE CONTEXT DEPENDENT S YSTEMS, TYPES AND PROPERTIES OF
CONTEXT
In practice, the context-sensitive system perceives the
world indirectly by obtaining and analyzing information
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Definitions and context properties given in [1, 2, 13]
consider the context that arises as a result of the
interaction of objects. However, this definition does not
answer the question of what is the choice of interacting
objects, why and how the context changes over time. In
an approach that considers the context of the agent,
adopted in this article, the key is the agent context, its
properties, and the task it faces. In fact, they determine
the rational behavior of the object in a certain
environment. The choice of environment elements in the
context is determined by their importance and influence
on the task solved by the agent [14]. The main properties
of the context are given in Table. 1
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Table 1. Properties of the context
№
1

Property
The context is determined by the agent

2

The general context that occurs when an agent solves tasks
involves objects contexts that are relevant to solving problems

3

The context is boundless. It is impossible to fully determine it
[12]

Given the context of all indirectly dependent objects, the context
expands to cover the whole world. At the same time, the complexity of
processing such a context increases accordingly. Thus, the important
task is to constrain the size of the context to the minimum necessary for
solving the tasks, and the development of effective methods of
contextual search.

4

If the context of the system is considered from several agents,
then there is a common context for them

5

The context in the process of solving tasks by the agent may
vary
The context includes implicit knowledge and information

It is appropriate to consider this common context taking into account the
goals of different interacting objects, that is, from different perspectives
that may differ
As a result of such changes, objects change their relevancy.

6

7

The context can be described as the relationship between
elements of abstract models, as well as specific instances of
abstraction data

Many of the existing context-sensitive systems focus
on the processing of the procedural context, while the
task is to effectively use deep, context-sensitive
knowledge for reasoning and logical output remains
unresolved.
A Formal methods of representation and processing of
context
The choice of the formal method for representing and
processing the context is largely determined by the set of
tasks that the intellectual system solves and the ways in
which knowledge is presented and developed in it.
Historically, at the early stages of the development of
context-dependent systems, approaches based on the
predicate logic and production rules prevailed. At present,
the most popular method of presenting and processing
the context are methods of ontological engineering.
The paper [15] sets out the main requirements for
formal models of presentation and processing of the
context. Such requirements are:






Applicability - the ability to apply a context model
to a specific subject area and task.
The possibility of a correct comparison of data.
Sensors that provide contextual information often
have different coding schemes, possibly a
different interpretation of these data.
Tracking changes. For the correct interpretation of
context data, you need to know the origin of all
data and all changes made to them
Determining the quality of information and the
possible level of errors obtained from different
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Consequence
The context contains the agent itself and part of the environment that is
relevant to the set of tasks that the agent solves.
Considering agent contexts and directly relevant objects allows you to
limit the number of objects that processes the system. At the same time,
if we consider the contexts of objects associated with the relevant
objects, then the dimension of the problem may increase.

This property has two consequences:
1) as much contextual information as possible should be presented
explicitly;
2) using the history of receiving and changing the context allows you to
display a new context based on previously used contexts.
This property has as a consequence the ability to create an abstract
context from the current context used, which can be further specified for
other conditions. The process of creating an abstract context is called
decontextualization.



sources of information, the level of trust in
sources.
Possibility of logical deduction and other beliefs

Key-value models provide contextual information for
the interpretation of certain variables in the form of
environment variables. For example, such variables may
include running location, user ID, formatting information
on a page, etc. Key-value models are widely used in
software systems, they are easy to use and configured,
but not structured, which makes it impossible to build
efficient context management systems [16].
Markup languages use hierarchical markup tag
structure with their attributes and content to represent
contextual information. In this case, the content of the tag
is often determined recursively by other tags. Documents
specifying the use of this class of contextual models are
diverse profiles, such as Composite Capabilities /
Preferences Profile (CC / PP), Comprehensive
Structured Context Profiles (CSCP), Pervasive Profile
Description Language (PPDL), and others. They define
the hierarchy of the component-attribute pairs for specific
areas of use. Markup languages and profiles allow you to
identify context elements for a specific set of tasks, but
they do not reflect the patterns and dependencies that
exist in the subject area.
The most well-known representative of graphical and
object-oriented forms of context representation is UML
(Unified Modeling Language), and its Object Role
Modeling (ORM) context extension. ORM and its
extension are used to represent the facts of the domain
and the facts dependent on them. UML and ORM are
used to design database structures and document
I.J. Modern Education and Computer Science, 2018, 3, 1-8
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dependencies in a subject domain. At the same time, they
are not suitable for constructing complex models and
algorithms for the processing of contextual information,
but do not support the hierarchical structure of facts.
Context Logic - Applies to a context that is defined as
a set of axioms. This logic is an extension of the logic of
the first order, where the axioms are considered to be
faithful or untrue within a certain context. The context is
given by the formal object and the relation ist (c, p),
where c is the context, p is an axiom.
The relation ist (c, p) declares that the axiom p is true
in the context of c. Contextual management is carried out
using axioms that transfer from one context to another.
The transposed axiom in the new context should have the
same conditions of truth that it had in the original context
[13].
Propositional statements - the aforementioned
axioms, expressed in sentences, are used to formalize
contexts in the multicontextual knowledge base of Cyc
[17]. According to the relation ist (c, p), the context is
defined as an agreed set of propositional statements. The
scope of the context is determined by the set of objects,
conditions, etc., for which the statements about them are
correct. Between contexts are hierarchical relationships
that allow the formation of contexts of different depth of
detail. Context management is done through procedures
that perform the logical conclusion of expressions,
described in general contexts, in specialized contexts.
The rules system is used for contexts describing the
structure of knowledge. The formalism of the system of
rules gives the structure of knowledge to the rules of the
packets. The representation is at the level of rules and at
the knowledge base level. The rule-level submission is
controlled by filtration expressions.
Knowledge-level presentation divides the knowledge
base into sets of individual small databases that are
directly controlled by the rules that cause the rule packets
in the "then" part, or iterations between the rule packets
for the exchange of information. The disadvantages of
systems based on the rules are the lack of a holistic
model of the domain, the fragmentation of the rules
packets and the complexity of their alignment and
maintenance.
The most used formal means of presenting the context
today is ontology. Ontology, as a formal
conceptualization of a particular subject area, enables one
to define the concepts of this area and the relation
between them. This definition enables a common
understanding and sharing of knowledge by various
context-based applications [18]. Contrary to the ontology
of the subject area, context-based ontology defines the
objects and relationships that are relevant to the problem
solved by the agent at a given time [13].
From the point of view of the way in which the context
is presented, it should be described in standardized ways
that ensure the independence of the presentation from the
platform. The knowledge representation model should
support operations for creating and managing the context.
Contextual ontology includes:
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1.

2.
3.

Concepts and their properties, representing objects
involved in the situation in which the agent is
located;
Relevant to the situation, the relation that connects
these concepts and their properties;
Fundamental constraints on the situation.

Context Ontology is part of the general ontology.
Restricting the size of the context ontology simplifies
understanding and decision making in the context.
The content and structure of the context ontology
change in the process of functioning of the intellectual
agent because the changing environment and running
tasks that the agent solves. For such dynamic contexts, at
each step, one has to solve the task of constructing a
context ontology. In this case, both general ontology of
the subject domain and other ontologies are often used.
In [13], the following methods and formalisms for
dynamic determination of context ontology are analyzed:






Algebra of ontologies [19]. Contextual ontology is
based on several initial ontologies. The elaborate
algebra supports selections, combinations,
intersections and determinations of ontology
differences.
Combining ontologies Contextual ontology is
obtained as a result of combining parts of different
ontologies that are relevant to the situations in
which the agent is located. As a result of this
association, an inconsistent ontology is obtained.
Display of ontologies. This approach is used to
integrate heterogeneous sources of information
and knowledge and the main ontology, in
particular in the Cyc system [17].

In [9], context-based ontology is constructed on the
basis of the running state of the agent as the central
object of the situation on the basis of existing factsrelations.
In addition to constructing a context ontology for
context-sensitive decision-making tasks, it is important to
identify and formalize contextual dependencies in the
formal model. Actually contextual dependencies,
presented by a chain of related facts, make it possible to
determine the meaning of a particular parameter in the
context that is used to make a decision. The method of
representing and using contextual dependencies as chain
of concepts and facts is proposed in [9].
A number of ontologies have been developed to solve
context-dependent computer problems. The most famous
of them are SOUPA, CONON, ConOnto, ConOL, mySAM,
ASC and others. The paper [15] defines the main criteria
for comparing ontologies, which to a large extent relate
to the quality of ontology in general, and not only to
address contextual tasks. Such criteria are standardization,
flexibility and the ability to expand, universality,
granularity, integrity, completeness, lack of redundancy,
scalability, and the use of formal languages.
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Thus, in the field of formal methods of presentation
and processing of the context, the tasks of developing
effective methods of dynamic determination of relevant
contextual
ontologies,
analysis
of
contextual
dependencies, taking into account the fuzzy and
unreliable context information remain unresolved.
B. Mathematical model presentation of knowledge
The use of ontological models for the construction of
software systems requires the development of
mathematical justification in the form of a corresponding
formal model, which will be further used for the formal
presentation and validation of methods and modeling
systems. To construct a formal model approach used
algebra systems [5], this determines the algebraic system
by combining several algebraic domains.
Let in the subject region there are many objects:
А1, А2, … , Аn

(1)

Objects belonging to each plural are classified as
instances of a particular concept. These sets are
multiplicative carriers for much multi-type algebra.
Individual instances that belong to this for sets, denote
a1,…,an.
Domains of Concepts (Essences) E. On the basis of
each set Ai we define the abstract data type Ei
𝐸𝑖 = (𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒, ∑, 𝐸𝑥),

(2)

where, Name is the type name; ∑ - signature of a multisorted algebra; Ex - determinants of type. In this case, the
signature contains only a plurality of elements and does
not contain operations and relationships.
Separate types will denote Ei (an arbitrary type, its
name is not defined) or Ename where name is the type
name if it is important to specify a specific type in the
context of the consideration. Variables that acquire the
values of instances of a particular type are denoted by
Xname, or simply Name. Types Ei form the set of algebraic
domains E, which correspond to the concepts (entities) of
the subject domain.
𝐸 = {𝐸1 , 𝐸2 , … , 𝐸𝑛 }

(3)

Attributes Domain At. Define the algebraic attribute
domain At at the list of attribute values in pairs (key,
value). The key element of the key determines the
attribute ID, and value is its value. According to [5], this
merger, substitution, deletion, interpretation (merge,
substitute, delete, interp) operations are defined for this
domain.
In practice, functions that are defined on variables of
different domains are useful, for example, the function of
choosing an attribute value:
𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑙 (𝐴𝑡, 𝑘𝑒𝑦) → 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒.
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(4)

5

Boolean domain Cs. The Boolean domain includes
expressions whose counting results belong to the Boolean
set {true, false}. Operands of expressions are variables
belonging to other algebraic domains. We will interpret
boolean domain elements as Cs constraints. Operations
for a boolean domain are boolean operations {and, or,
negation}, as well as an interp interpretation operation
that displays simplicity and counting boolean expressions.
An instance of a boolean domain is a specific restriction.
Domain entities with attributes T. Defined on the set
of tuples <Ei, Atj, Csj*>. For each i there is only one j
that is included in the element of this domain:
∀𝑖∃1 𝑗: < 𝐸𝑖 , 𝐴𝑡𝑗 >.

(5)

Each limitation Csj  Csj* is an expression with the
operands belonging to the domain Atj. Operations over
elements of this domain are merging and dividing entities
{merge, split}. The operation of the entity of entities is
interpreted as the formation of a new entity as a common
set of properties and constraints of the essentialsoperands. The division of the entity is the reverse of the
unification. An instance of an entity domain with
attributes is a tuple of relevant facts.
Domain relations R1. The host number of this domain
is the structure of the form:
{(𝑇1,𝑖 × 𝑇2,𝑖 × … × 𝑇𝑘,𝑖 , 𝐴𝑡𝑖𝑟 𝐶𝑠𝑖∗ )}.

(6)

Each structure is a tuple containing Cartesian product
of algebraic data types from a domain T, a type from the
attribute domain At (defines attributes of the relation),
and a set of restrictions Cs.
Each restriction Csi  Csi* is a Boolean expression
with operands belonging to domains At1,i, At2,i, … , Atk,i,
Atir.
Above the relationships, the combining operations,
separation, substitution {merge, split, substitute} are
defined. Combining and separating transactions are
treated similarly to operations of domain E. In the
substitution operation, instead of one entity of the domain
T, we substitute the relation, which is interpreted as the
essence with attributes (reification).

IV. THE USE OF LOGICAL O UTPUT AND REASONING IN
THE PROCESS OF PROCESSING THE CONTEXT
The use of knowledge in context-sensitive systems
involves the use of formal domain models and logical
output for the formation of new facts and knowledge
based on contextual information. These facts, in turn, are
used to support decision-making.
An important measure in the process of comparing
different forms of reasoning is its depth, which is
determined by the volume and complexity of information
from the knowledge base that is used during reasoning.
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Thus, the processing of the procedural context is usually
inadequate, because they take into account a small, preknown set of objects that are used to solve a particular
task. In tasks that work with contextual knowledge, the
degree of processing of information is deeper and the
domain model is used.
In [20] the classification of different methods of
reasoning is given depending on the volume and
complexity of knowledge processing in them. These
methods are summarized and supplemented in Table 2,
which also highlights the advantages, disadvantages and
scope of different methods for presenting and processing
contextual data.
In particular, simple key-value models and markup
languages such as XML or HTML use contextual data to
add information about the code element. This
information is used by browsers to display and verify
data. Such simple models cannot be based on complex
intellectual systems, because they are limited by rules
and syntactic and semantic capabilities of a particular
language.
Models based on product rules allow you to reflect
more complex situations and apply in complex expert
systems, for example, for medical diagnostics. The use of
context data in them greatly complicates the system,
since it requires the consideration of the correct set of
rules within defined contexts. The disadvantage of

systems based on rules is the lack of a coherent domain
model, the complexity of matching rules and contexts.
Graphic models, including the ORM (Object Role
Model), have been developed to display context
dependencies when designing database schemas. They
allow you to visually display contextual dependencies.
The disadvantage of graph models is the "flat" nature of
the model, the lack of support for hierarchy of concepts
and inheritance of properties.
Ontology-based models are by far the most popular for
presenting and processing contextual data. The ontology
enables to formulate a formal hierarchical conceptual
model of the domain and perform logical output
operations based on the use of descriptive logic. Context
is often presented as an ontology, or part of ontology [18].
The disadvantages of using an ontological approach for
contextual-dependent reasoning derive from a limited
range of mental tasks supported by descriptive logic.
These tasks include:





Verification of belonging to a certain object;
To imitate properties from other objects;
Verification of the relation of consistency;
Construction of new concepts using the axiom
constructor.

Table 2. Forms of submission context for reasoning
№

Form of submission
and

Scope of use
Verification
of
the
execution
of
simple
restrictions, verification

1

Key-value
models
markup languages

2

Models based on product
rules

Expert systems

3

Models based on graphs

Modeling
context
relationships between data

4

Using ontologies

Intelligent decision support
systems

5

Models deep reasoning

Intelligent decision support
systems

Models of deep understanding combine various forms
of reasoning, in particular, causal, probabilistic, or
reasoning, based on modal, no monotonic or abductive
logic.
One more direction of development of reason in the
context is the implementation of multilevel
understanding. In [18], the use of the primary context for
the prior restriction of the search circle and the secondary
context are considered for a deeper search in the set of
documents defined in the previous step.
A common disadvantage of deep-thinking models
when working out contextual data is the considerable
cost of computing resources. Such models are poorly
scaled with increasing number of facts that need to be
included in the context of the task. An important task,
therefore, is to reduce the size of the problem by
Copyright © 2018 MECS

Advantages
Simplicity, do not require
significant computing resources
Ability to use to solve complex
tasks
Formation of the model of
contextual
dependencies
between data
Representation
of
the
hierarchical model of the
domain. Use of discretionary
logic for fragmentation
Getting
new
facts
and
knowledge, deep knowledge of
knowledge

Disadvantages
Limited range of tasks
Absence of an integrated domain
model. The difficulty of harmonizing
the rules and the contexts of their use
"Flat" character of the model.

It stems from the limitations of
descriptive logic

Significant needs in computing
resources. Bad scalability

predefining the concepts that are relevant to the problem
of deep understanding.

V. USE THE CONTEXT IN S ITUATIONAL AWARENESS
SYSTEMS
The concept of the context has much in common with
the concept of the situation. Thus, the situation is
determined in [19] "Facts, conditions and events
affecting someone (at something) at a certain time and
place." In the Ukrainian Academic Explanatory
Dictionary, the notion of a situation is determined by the
notion of position. Thus, the situation is a "set of
conditions and circumstances that create a certain
position, cause certain relations of people," and the
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situation - "Those or other circumstances, the conditions
in which someone, something is" [15].
Scientific sources determine the situation as a set of
dependent spatial and temporal facts. In classical works
on the theory of situations, the terms "situation" and
"context" are considered synonyms.
The task of using contextual-dependent knowledge for
the formation of rational behavior of the intellectual
agent requires the formation of his situational awareness.
Situational awareness is based on the perception of the
environment and the situation around them at the
moment [18].
Situational awareness is a key element in decision
support systems. In particular, in most cases, if the
situation is correctly evaluated, it automatically
determines the sequence of actions to be initiated. The
methods that solve the problem of identification of
problem situations allow formalizing knowledge of the
expert about signs of problem situations accumulate and
reuse the experience of decision-making in similar
situations. This allows us to check the correctness of
decisions in the historical perspective, comparing them
with similar situations in the past. Correct identification
of the situation involves solving the problem of detecting
and taking into account contextual dependencies.
In turn, solving this problem requires in-depth study of
existing and development of new principles and methods
for formalizing knowledge of contexts in problem
situations, models of their processing, creation of
organizational, information and software related to
decision-making support in context-sensitive systems.
An important task in the field of situational awareness
is the study of the context at various stages of the JDL
model of achieving situational awareness. Thus, in [19] it
is suggested to use levels for determining the spatial
context that are consistent with the general model of JDL,
and in article [16] the framework of situational awareness
for the problem of accident prevention. At the same time,
the task of studying contextual dependencies for the
general context of the context remains unresolved.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The general definition of the concept of context on the
basis of the foregoing is that the context is described by
an extremely large number of terms and is applicable in
various fields. Having considered the definition of the
context from different points of view, one can say that
regardless of the field of application, the context is the
data and knowledge relevant at a certain point in time and
relevant to a particular task. In particular, the use of the
Internet context explicitly increases the efficiency of web
search. In the section of artificial intelligence, associated
with the work of knowledge bases and ontologies, the
context narrow down the areas of the database or
knowledge bases, forming areas with significant
information in a particular situation. Context is a tool for
managing knowledge bases, which avoids redundancy
and optimizes knowledge extraction. If we consider the
context from the point of view of linguistics, in the
Copyright © 2018 MECS
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language, as in interpersonal communication, the
interpretation of a passage of text, language or expression
depends on what was said (implied) before and after.
The orientation of the application to the use of the
context allows, without affecting directly the logical
conclusion, to restrict it only to rules or procedures that
are meaningful for the given context. Context is a tool for
managing knowledge bases, which avoids redundancy
and optimizes knowledge extraction. Presenting a context
in a formalized form allows the user to provide
explanations about the program's actions, the chosen
solution, the hypothesis, etc., based on the interpretation
of the context. Thus, from the point of view of the
application, the context allows more efficient use of the
resources of the environment in which the system
operates. From the perspective of the user, the context
provides him with a valid, relevant, and accessible
information for his task.
Despite the relevance of the field of context-sensitive
computing, there are still many research areas and tasks
that need to be addressed.
Thus, in the context of developing methods for
representing and using the context, the development of
methods is relevant, the advantage is the effective use of
both the procedural context and contextual knowledge,
depending on the particular situation. For dynamic
systems it is important to trace the static and dynamic
contextual contexts in order to reduce the dimensionality
of the problem of its processing. The task of determining
the relevance of contextual elements and developing
methods for effectively presenting and finding elements
in the context remains unresolved.
In the field of reasoning in the context, it is important
to develop effective methods of deep-rooted thinking,
including support for causative intelligence. At the same
time it is necessary to solve the problem of a large
resource-consuming problem of reasoning. One of the
possible ways to achieve this goal is to develop methods
for efficient use of the multi-level context.
Modeling contextual dependencies in situational
awareness systems is a promising direction of contextsensitive computing. The task of studying contextual
dependencies at all stages of the JDL model, definition of
the peculiarities of their application is not solved.
The study of the context for incompletely defined,
fuzzy, probabilistic data remains a promising direction,
since such data are actually used in practice. Also
relevant is the development of methods for using context
data in support decision-making tasks for various subject
areas, taking into account their structural features and
solving tasks.
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